The NLSY (97) is publicly available. Researchers who wish to access the Geocodes data should apply directly to the NLSY. Data requests are available at [www.bls.gov/nls/geocodeapp.htm](http://www.bls.gov/nls/geocodeapp.htm).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Studies have documented persistent disparities in earnings and other employment outcomes between blacks and whites in the US \[[@pone.0235438.ref001]--[@pone.0235438.ref004]\]. Experimental evidence further indicate that employers are reluctant to hire black workers \[[@pone.0235438.ref003],[@pone.0235438.ref005]\] and that black men are viewed as unreliable, incompetent, threatening, and less motived and committed than white men \[[@pone.0235438.ref006]--[@pone.0235438.ref011]\]. Recently, several studies on colorism have provided evidence that intraracial differences in skin tone also matter for labor force and other stratification outcomes \[[@pone.0235438.ref012]--[@pone.0235438.ref018]\]: Even within-race, people with darker skin tones tend to be employed less and to earn less compared to people with lighter skin tones. These studies have documented greater effects of skin tones for men compared to women \[[@pone.0235438.ref019]\].

Although survey data provide an opportunity to observe patterns of employment outcomes by race (or by skin tone) in the entire labor force, it is difficult to use them to document causality: it is nearly impossible to rule out the possibility that unmeasured differences between people (like pre-labor market discrimination or differences in the quality of education) generate the observed differences in employment outcomes. Previous studies have dealt with this issue of causality by taking into account measures of academic achievement and cognitive skills \[[@pone.0235438.ref020]\] and comparing the employment outcomes of black and white employees with similar such measures. However, this approach might fail to fully hold constant all the unobserved relevant traits of individuals.

Another prominent methodological approach to deal with the issue of causality is to use field experiments in which job applications of fictitious job applicants who vary by whether they have white- or black- sounding first and last names are sent to real employers \[[@pone.0235438.ref005]\]. However, field experiments tend to focus on a small number of occupations and industries (those that involve formal applications) and therefore fail to account for discrimination in the entire labor force. In addition, because of methodological constrains, field experiments tend to use callbacks for interviews (and not the actual hiring) as outcomes. Finally, black-sounding first and last names tend to be associated with lower classes and therefore it is hard to disentangle the effects of class and race.

We take a different approach to deal with the inherent limitation of inferring causality using survey data. We use a natural experiment to explore the effects of skin tone on employment; we follow people over time and test for the effects of changes in their skin tone---generated by exposure to the sun---on their tendency to be employed. We therefore build on the literature that shows that darker skin tones are associated with labor force disadvantages, and ask whether the same is true even within-person so that the same individual experiences disadvantages when she looks darker.

We use the UV radiation in one's metropolitan area in the preceding three weeks as an exogenous variable. Whereas UV radiation can darken one's complexion, it does not influence one's skills, commitment or other related characteristics that might affect one's employability. Thus, differences in the tendency to be employed when UV radiation is greater cannot be attributed to changes in one's employment related characteristics. Moreover, exposure to UV radiation affects people with different skin tones differently: some people---those with medium, moderate brown, and dark brown skin---look darker when exposed to the sun. People with moderate brown skin for example may look like they have a dark brown skin-tone after tanning. People with white and pale white complexion look different after spending time in the sun, however they do not look darker, but burnt. People with very dark brown to dark skin do not look different after spending time in the sun. If indeed people discriminate on the basis of skin tone, we would expect the people who are prone to tanning (those with medium, moderate brown, and dark brown skin tones) to be discriminated against more when UV radiation is greater and tanning occurs. However, we would not expect people who cannot tan (those with white and pale white skin tones) or people for whom the change in their skin color likely goes unnoticed by a casual observer (very dark brown to dark skin tones) to be affected by being exposed to greater UV radiation.

Using the 1997 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY97), we find that indeed, those people whose skin tone becomes darker by exposure to the sun (but not all others) are less likely to be employed when exposed to greater UV radiation. These within-person findings hold even when controlling for the week, the year, the region, demographic characteristics and the occupation and industry one is employed in. A separate analysis for women and men reveals that it is the effect of UV radiation on men's employment, but not on women's, that drives the results we present. We further show that our results are robust to various specifications.

Note that our focus here is on discrimination on the basis of one's skin tone. Although we use the tendency of individuals to look darker when exposed to the sun as a variable, we do so for methodological reasons; tanning changes the perceived skin tones of individuals. Because race and skin tones are immediately noticed and encoded, one's perceived skin tone is an important factor in the attempt to empirically identify discrimination \[[@pone.0235438.ref021]\]. In other words, we care less about discrimination on the basis of tanning and much more about discrimination on the basis of one's skin tone. Moreover, we do not aim to capture the full range of experiences associated with race and racism, but rather to provide evidence for labor force discrimination on the basis of one's skin tone.

Finally, with the methodological approach we use, we only expose the tip of the iceberg: we only estimate the effects of *changes* in one's perceived skin tone on her employment status. We do not estimate the direct effects of skin tone on employment outcomes nor do we estimate the effects of one's skin tone in other arenas of life.

Data and methods {#sec002}
================

The NLSY97 is a longitudinal dataset that follows the lives of a sample of several thousand Americans who were born between 1980--84. It provides rich information on personal characteristics, including the employment status for each week through the surveyed year. The NLSY97 interviews respondents only once every year. This means that the weekly employment status is based on respondents' recollections and may therefore not be completely accurate. Statistically significant effects therefore might be harder to find.

The NLSY97 also includes data on respondents' skin tone that was collected once in 2008. The date in which the skin tone was recorded by the interviewer is also available. In [Fig 1](#pone.0235438.g001){ref-type="fig"} we present the NLSY skin color rating card used by interviewers.

![NLSY skin color rating card.](pone.0235438.g001){#pone.0235438.g001}

We matched the NLSY97 with data on the average weekly UV radiation in each respondent\'s area of residence. We drew the UV data from a dataset collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which gauges UV radiation in 58 metropolitans in the US according to the physical location of the 58 stations. Our sample is therefore restricted to those respondents residing in metropolitan areas where a weather station exists, leaving out respondents residing elsewhere. The NOAA uses the common index of ground UV (largely UV-A) radiation, which is primarily related to the elevation of the sun in the sky, the amount of ozone in the stratosphere, and the amount of clouds present. Hence, UV levels are typically greater in the summer. The UV index ranges from 0 (lowest) to 15--16 (highest), where higher levels of UV render a greater effect on one's skin.

Thus, for each of the respondents we have weekly data on her employment status as well as the average UV radiation in the area in which she resides, together with other demographic and employment characteristics (such as her occupation and industry). We use person fixed effects models to predict the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on the employment status of respondents in the current week.

The effects of UV radiation on people's skin tone vary by skin type and initial skin tone. In general, UV radiation tends to generate a darker skin tone for those with medium, moderate brown, and dark brown skin, but not for those with white, pale white, and very dark brown to dark skin. Those with white or pale skin tend to burn but not tan. Those with very dark brown to dark skin typically absorb UV radiation, with only minimal change to their complexion.

The Fitzpatrick scale that was developed by Thomas B. Fitzpatrick describes the response of different skin types to UV radiation \[[@pone.0235438.ref022], [@pone.0235438.ref023]\] (see [Fig 1A](#pone.0235438.g001){ref-type="fig"} in the Appendix for the Fitzpatrick scale). Building on the Fitzpatrick scale, we grouped the NLSY skin color ratings into three skin tone categories: two categories of people who do not tend to tan---lightest skin tones (skin tones 0--1) and darkest skin tones (skin tones 7--10)---and one category of people who do tend to tan---intermediate skin tones (skin tones 2--6) \[[@pone.0235438.ref022], [@pone.0235438.ref023]\]. We later run some robustness checks where we group the skin tones differently.

The time required for tanning to fully manifest following exposure to UV radiation, and the rate in which tanning gradually decreases after reaching its peak, depend on a person's skin tone, the type of UV radiation (A, B or both) and other biological characteristics. While it is not possible to identify the precise process at the individual level, the literature guides us to use the average UV radiation in the preceding three weeks \[[@pone.0235438.ref024]\].

After merging the datasets, our final dataset comprises 1,797,791 respondent-by-week observations of 4,020 individuals that were followed from 2000 to 2015. We use separate person fixed effects models for each skin tone category to predict the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on the employment status of respondents. By doing so, we control for all the unobserved and time-invariant characteristics of the respondents in our data. Overall, we expected the effects on employment of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks to be negative for the people with intermediate skin tones but not for those with the lightest and darkest skin tones.

Results {#sec003}
=======

[Table 1](#pone.0235438.t001){ref-type="table"} presents the descriptive statistics for the variables we use in the analysis.

10.1371/journal.pone.0235438.t001

###### Descriptive statistics.

![](pone.0235438.t001){#pone.0235438.t001g}

                                 Lightest Tones   Intermediate Tones   Darkest Tones   All                                                              
  ------------------------------ ---------------- -------------------- --------------- --------- ------- ----------- --------- ------- --------- ------ -------
  Employed                       0.94             0.23                 461,649         0.91      0.28    1,103,803   0.87      0.34    272,496          
  UV (average, past 3 weeks)     4.92             2.82                 461,649         5.16      2.82    1,103,803   5.42      2.78    272,496   0.06   12.63
  Year                           2008.23          4.16                 461,649         2008.22   4.21    1,103,803   2008.22   4.25    272,496   2000   2015
  Region:                                                                                                                                               
      Midwest                    0.19             0.39                 461,649         0.2       0.4     1,100,835   0.12      0.32    271,625          
      Northeast                  0.26             0.44                 461,649         0.21      0.4     1,100,835   0.16      0.36    271,625          
      South                      0.28             0.45                 461,649         0.33      0.47    1,100,835   0.65      0.48    271,625          
      West                       0.27             0.44                 461,649         0.26      0.44    1,100,835   0.07      0.26    271,625          
  Female                         0.5              0.5                  461,649         0.5       0.5     1,103,803   0.45      0.5     272,496          
  White                          0.85             0.35                 461,649         0.35      0.48    1,103,803   0.04      0.2     272,496          
  Black                          0.01             0.08                 461,649         0.31      0.46    1,103,803   0.91      0.29    272,496          
  Hispanic                       0.14             0.34                 461,649         0.33      0.47    1,103,803   0.04      0.2     272,496          
  Age                            26.29            4.21                 461,649         26.28     4.28    1,103,803   26.3      4.32    272,496   18     35.92
  Married                        0.3              0.46                 460,236         0.25      0.43    1,101,712   0.17      0.38    272,164          
  Children in HH                 0.42             0.81                 461,186         0.67      1.04    1,102,171   0.77      1.15    271,986   0      12
  Education:                                                                                                                                            
      Less than High School      0.14             0.35                 461,649         0.21      0.41    1,103,803   0.26      0.44    272,496          
      High school                0.43             0.5                  461,649         0.5       0.5     1,103,803   0.57      0.49    272,496          
      College                    0.43             0.49                 461,649         0.29      0.45    1,103,803   0.17      0.38    272,496          
  Skin Tones:                                                                                                                                           
      0                          0.03             0.17                 461,649         0         0       1,103,803   0         0       272,496          
      1                          0.97             0.17                 461,649         0         0       1,103,803   0         0       272,496          
      2                          0                0                    461,649         0.4       0.49    1,103,803   0         0       272,496          
      3                          0                0                    461,649         0.25      0.43    1,103,803   0         0       272,496          
      4                          0                0                    461,649         0.13      0.33    1,103,803   0         0       272,496          
      5                          0                0                    461,649         0.12      0.32    1,103,803   0         0       272,496          
      6                          0                0                    461,649         0.11      0.32    1,103,803   0         0       272,496          
      7                          0                0                    461,649         0         0       1,103,803   0.43      0.5     272,496          
      8                          0                0                    461,649         0         0       1,103,803   0.38      0.48    272,496          
      9                          0                0                    461,649         0         0       1,103,803   0.15      0.35    272,496          
      10                         0                0                    461,649         0         0       1,103,803   0.04      0.2     272,496          
  Unique Individuals             1,064            2,373                583                                                                              
  Sun Occupation Index           28.83            25.38                288,746         29.31     26.14   661,107     32.74     26.79   154,618   0      100
  Unique Individuals             623              1,329                300                                                                              
  Employment Duration (in Occ)   7.00             2.60                 408,665         6.75      2.53    957227      6.34      2.57    226,447   0.24   26
  Unique Individuals             878              1,826                405                                                                              

We begin by documenting the correlation between one's skin tone and the probability of being employed. We estimate the following logistic regression model, $${\ln\frac{p_{it}}{1 - p_{it}}} = {skintone}_{i}\beta + \delta X_{it} + \varphi_{t} + \varepsilon_{it},$$ where *p~it~* is the probability that person *i* at time *t* is employed. The model controls for the year, week, region, education, occupation, industry, sex, marital status, age and parental status. We find that having a darker skin tone is associated with lower odds of employment. On average, having a skin tone that is one unit darker (on a scale of 1--10) leads to a 0.918 fold decrease in the odds of being employed (S1 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Recall that the skin tone of respondents in the dataset was evaluated only once in 2008. Hence, for each respondent there is only one recorded skin tone. Therefore, the effects we report here are between and not within respondents. To better understand the magnitude of the results, we calculate the marginal effects corresponding to the odds ratios reported in the table: having a skin tone that is one unit darker, generated a 0.0047 decrease in the probability of being employed (p\<0.001).

We now turn to explore the effects that exposure to UV radiation has on one's assessed skin tone in our dataset. We wish to know whether indeed greater UV radiation makes people look darker. The skin tones of respondents were assessed (on different dates in 2008) on a scale of 0--10. We want to test whether in our dataset, people whose skin tones were assessed in days with greater UV radiation, were indeed assessed as having darker skin tones.

Unfortunately, participants\' skin tones were assessed during the fall, winter and spring of 2008, but not during the summer (when the effects of UV radiation on one\'s skin tone are expected to be the greatest). Thus, we cannot fully estimate the magnitude of the effects of UV radiation on the assessments of skin tone. Instead, we report the effects of UV radiation on the assessed skin tone for the dates available in our data set (fall, winter and spring of 2008). We also report the effects of UV radiation in those non-summer days in which the UV radiation levels were relatively high. To get a sense of the magnitude of the effects of UV radiation on one's assessed skin tone during the summer (which is unavailable in our data set) we test for the effects of UV radiation on the one's assessed skin tone on those non summer days with relatively high UV radiation that are available in our data set. We treat days as high UV radiation days if the UV radiation in the previous three weeks was greater than 2 standard deviations below the average UV radiation (in the previous three weeks) in the summer. These estimates serve as a lower bound for the effects of UV radiation on one's perceived skin tone during the summer (which are unavailable in our data set).

We evaluate the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on one's assessed skin tone in OLS regression models predicting the assessed skin tone of respondents. We estimate the following linear regression model, $${Skintone}_{it} = \alpha + {UV}_{it}\beta + \delta X_{it} + \varepsilon_{it}$$ The model controls for race and gender. In some specifications we further controls for week, state, industry and occupation. We report the results in S2 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We find that indeed when respondents' skin tones were evaluated when UV radiation was greater, their skin tones were perceived to be darker. The effects reported in the models are lower bounds as participants\' skin tones were not assessed in the summer when the effects of UV radiation on one\'s skin tone is expected to be the greatest (and to accumulate). Indeed, in our data the effects of UV radiation on one\'s assessed skin tone are greater when the assessment was done when UV levels are higher (model 3, p\<0.05).

Finally, we expect the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on the assessed skin tone to be weaker for people with very light or very dark skin tones. In models 4,5 and 6 (S2 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we therefore report the results of OLS regression models predicting the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on the assessed skin tone only on the subsample of respondents with skin tones of 2--8. To make sure that the respondents with intermediate skin tones who were perceived by the evaluators to be darker (because of exposure to greater UV radiation in the previous three weeks) are also included in the sample used for these models, we use a subsample of respondents with skin tones of 2--8 and not only those with skin tones of 2--6.

Indeed, we find that effects on this subsample are greater than the effects on the entire population. In Model 6---our preferred specification for a lower bound--we find that a one-unit increase in the UV radiation in the previous three weeks increases the assessed skin tone by 0.49 (Model 6).

Note that it is unclear what determined the interview dates for respondents and it may be that assignment was not random. In order to deal with a possible selection, in models 2, 3, 5 and 6 we control for the state, the week, the industry, the occupation and the race of respondents. In sum, these results suggest that exposure to UV radiation makes people seem as if they have a darker skin tone.

We now turn to our main analysis of the effects of UV radiation on respondents' probability of employment. We estimate person fixed effects logistic regression models predicting the employment status of respondents, for each of the three skin-tone categories, $${\ln\frac{p_{it}}{1 - p_{it}}} = \alpha + {UV}_{it}\beta + \delta X_{it} + \gamma_{i} + \varphi_{t} + \varepsilon_{it},$$ In the models we control for the year, the week, the region, as well as one's occupation (at the 2-digit Standard Occupational Classification), industry (at the 2-digit Standard Industrial Classification) and demographic characteristics. In [Table 2](#pone.0235438.t002){ref-type="table"}, we present the results (odds ratios). Standard errors are clustered by metropolitan areas (stations). Recall that the models we use are all person fixed-effects models so that effects are estimated within respondents (i.e., the effect of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks is estimated within person). Standard errors are clustered by geographical regions. Biases are corrected (for id and week) using an analytical bias correction derived by Fernandez-Val and Weidner (2016) \[[@pone.0235438.ref025]\]. In all the models we report in the paper (Tables 2--3 and S3-S5 Tables in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) standard errors are clustered by region and biases are analytically corrected \[[@pone.0235438.ref025]\]. Clustering the standard errors by metropolitan areas generated similar significance levels. Note that in Tables [2](#pone.0235438.t002){ref-type="table"} and [3](#pone.0235438.t003){ref-type="table"} we report both the odds ratios and the log odds ratios. In the appendix we report only the odds ratios.

10.1371/journal.pone.0235438.t002

###### Logistic regression models predicting employment (Odds Ratios).

![](pone.0235438.t002){#pone.0235438.t002g}

                                               Lightest Tones   Intermediate Tones   Darkest Tones                                                                                                 
  -------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- --------- ---------
  UV                                           0.980            1.005                0.974[\*\*\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}    0.960[\*\*\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}    1.010     1.010
  Person Fixed Effects                         Y                Y                    Y                                                 Y                                                 Y         Y
  Week, Year and Region Dummies                Y                Y                    Y                                                 Y                                                 Y         Y
  Demographics: Age, Married, Children in HH                    Y                                                                      Y                                                           Y
  Education Dummies                                             Y                                                                      Y                                                           Y
  Occupation Dummies                                            Y                                                                      Y                                                           Y
  Industry Dummies                                                                                                                     Y                                                           Y
  Pseudo R2                                    0.228            0.202                0.256                                             0.21441                                           0.235     0.2044
  N                                            340,061          323,634              888,275                                           807,827                                           236,708   213,619
  UV (log odds ratio)                          -0.020           0.005                -0.027[\*\*\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   -0.041[\*\*\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.010     0.010
                                               (0.011)          (0.012)              (0.006)                                           (0.007)                                           (0.011)   (0.011)

\*\*\* = 0.001

\*\* = 0.01

\* = 0.05; Standard errors, in parentheses, are clustered by metropolitan areas (regions).

10.1371/journal.pone.0235438.t003

###### Logistic regression models predicting employment, by gender (for People with Intermediate Skin Tones, Odds Ratios).

![](pone.0235438.t003){#pone.0235438.t003g}

                                               Men                                              Women
  -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------
  UV                                           0.913[\*\*\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.019
  Person Fixed Effects                         Y                                                Y
  Week, Year and Region Dummies                Y                                                Y
  Demographics: Age, Married, Children in HH   Y                                                Y
  Education Dummies                                                                             Y
  Occupation Dummies                           Y                                                Y
  Industry Dummies                             Y                                                Y
  Pseudo R2                                    0.212                                            0.228
  N                                            405,032                                          407,300
  UV (log odds ratio)                          -0.091                                           0.0185
                                               (0.010)                                          (0.010)

Standard errors are in parentheses

\*\*\* = 0.001

\*\* = 0.01

\* = 0.05

education dummies are not included for men because of linear dependence

As expected, we find that for respondents with intermediate skin tones (those who tend to tan)---an increase in the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks results in a reduction in the likelihood of being employed, under both specifications. On average, a one unit change in the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks leads to a 0.96 fold decrease in the odds of being employed (p\<0.001). As predicted our analysis suggests that for respondents who do not tend to tan (those with the lightest and darkest skin tones), changes in the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks do not affect the probability of employment.

To better understand the magnitude of the results, we calculate the marginal effect of the UV radiation in one's area in the previous three weeks controlling for other independent variables, on the probability of her employment: In Model 4, an increase of one unit in the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks, generated a 0.0021 decrease in the probability of being employed for participants with intermediate skin tones (and who therefore tend to tan) (p\<0.001). To put these effects in context, note that the average standard deviation in the UV radiation within week and location is between 0.21 units (in the winter) and 0.87 (in the summer). For example, in weeks 28--30 (summer time) in the JFK station (in NY) there was a 1.89 unit change in the average UV radiation between 2005 and 2006 (5.84 in 2005 compared to 7.73 in 2006). Thus, the changes in the UV radiation between the summer of 2005 and the summer of 2006 in the JFK station generated a (1.89\*0.0021 =) 0.004 decrease in the probability of being employed for people with intermediate skin tones.

We now turn to compare the effects we observe in [Table 2](#pone.0235438.t002){ref-type="table"} to the effect that one's skin tone has on one's probability of being employed. Recall that in our data set (S1 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), having a darker skin tone is associated with lower odds of employment. When we calculate the marginal effect of one's skin tone on employment, we find that on average, having a skin tone that is darker by one unit (on a scale of 1--10) decreases the probability of being employed by 0.0047. Thus, the effects we observe in [Table 2](#pone.0235438.t002){ref-type="table"} of a one-unit change in the UV radiation in the previous three weeks on the probability of being employed equals about (0.0021/0.0047) 45% of the effect of having a skin tone that is one unit darker.

In order to make sure that the effects we find of UV radiation on employment are of reasonable magnitude (model 4, [Table 2](#pone.0235438.t002){ref-type="table"}, a marginal effect of 0.0021), we evaluate them in light of our estimates of the effects of the UV radiation on the respondents\' assessed skin tones (model 6, S2 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, an effect of 0.49) and of the effects of respondents\' skin tones on their probability of being employed (S1 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, a marginal effect of 0.0047). In the light of these findings, our main findings seem reasonable in size (0.49\*0.0047\>0.0021).

Note that this is only done in order to make sure that the magnitude of the effects we observe are reasonable; Unfortunately, participants\' skin tones were assessed during the fall, winter and spring of 2008, but not during the summer (when the effects of UV radiation on ones\' skin tone are expected to be the greatest). 0.0047 is therefore a lower bound.

Because the sample size of respondents with intermediate skin tone in our data is significantly larger than the sample sizes of respondents with lightest and darkest skin tones, we rerun the analysis on a randomly selected small subsample of respondents with intermediate skin tones. We do so to make sure that it is not the differences in the sample sizes that generate statistically significant negative effects of UV radiation on employment only for people with intermediate skin tones. Out of the 2373 respondents with intermediate skin tones, we randomly selected a group of 583 (301,231 observations). Indeed, we find that even with the smaller randomly-selected subsample, an increase in the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks results in a reduction in the likelihood of being employed. We replicated the analyses on different randomly-selected subsamples of respondents with intermediate skin tones. The effects obtained were similar in size and statistical significance.

Women and men {#sec004}
-------------

In the models presented in [Table 3](#pone.0235438.t003){ref-type="table"}, we explore the differences between the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on women and on men (with intermediate skin tones).

We find that the effect of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks is negative for men but not for women. On average, a one unit change in the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks leads to a 0.913 fold decrease in the odds of being employed for male respondents with intermediate skin tones (and who therefore tend to tan) (p\<0.001). One possible explanation for this finding is that it is discrimination against men that drives the results we observe. This possibility is consistent with the results of previous studies that have shown that race inequality in the American labor force is driven by differences between white and black men \[[@pone.0235438.ref019], [@pone.0235438.ref026], [@pone.0235438.ref027]\]. Another possible explanation is that women may be more likely than men to use sunscreen. Indeed, some studies suggest that women tend to use more sunscreen on the face than men. However, these studies also show that most adults (women and men) do not regularly use sunscreen on the face \[[@pone.0235438.ref028]\]. In any case, note that if a large number of respondents (women and men) in our dataset tended to use sunscreen, we would be underestimating the effects of UV radiation on employment in our analyses. As expected, the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on the employment of men with the lightest and darkest skin tones are statistically non-significant.

Sun exposure {#sec005}
------------

One possible alternative explanation to our findings is that the people with intermediate skin tones tend to work in occupations in which employment is lower when UV radiation is higher. To rule out this explanation, in S3 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (Model 1), we include an Occupational Information Network's (O\*NET) index variable that captures the degree to which one's occupation typically involves exposure to the sun (ranging from 1 to 100, at the 4-digit Standard Occupational Classification). In a separate analysis, we find that people with intermediate skin tones tend to work more in occupations that involve greater sun exposure. Because we found that effects are only significant for men, we present the results only for men.

We find that even after including the sun-exposure-index variable, the effect of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks remains negative and significant for people with intermediate skin tones and non-significant for all others. We also find that the interaction between the sun exposure index variable and the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks is actually positive. This suggests that men are more likely, not less, to be employed in occupations that involve greater exposure to the sun when the average UV radiation increases. We therefore conclude that it is not the tendency of people with intermediate skin tones to work in occupations that involve exposure to the sun that drives our results.

Place of residence {#sec006}
------------------

Another alternative explanation for the results we find is that the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks is correlated with one's place of residency that in turn affects employment in ways that are not observable in our dataset (and that are relevant only to people with intermediate skin tones). One such possible explanation might be that people with intermediate skin tones move to sunny places in which they tend to be employed less. To rule out this explanation, we report results of a logistic regression model predicting the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on one's employment for the sample of men who have not yet changed their place of residency. By doing so, we keep respondents' place of residence constant. We find that even when the sample includes only observations in which the place of residence is constant, the effect of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on one's probability of employment is negative and statistically significant although much smaller; On average, a one unit change in the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks leads to a 0.932 fold decrease in the odds of being employed (p\<0.001; Model 2, S3 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is a smaller effect compared to the effect of UV radiation in the previous three weeks on employment for all the men in our sample (0.913, p\<0.001, Model 1, [Table 3](#pone.0235438.t003){ref-type="table"}).

Occupations with greater turnover {#sec007}
---------------------------------

The design of our study enables us to capture discrimination only when people's employment statuses change. In other words, the more people's employment statuses change, the easier it would be for us to detect the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks on the probability of being employed. Therefore, we expect the effect of the UV radiation in the previous three weeks to be more detectible when respondents are employed in occupations with greater turnover. In Model 3 (S3 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we therefore include an index variable capturing the duration of employment per occupation. This variable was constructed from the Current Population Survey (CPS) as the average duration of employment in the current position (in years), by occupation (ranging from 0.24 to 26, by year, at the 4-digit Standard Occupational Classification). We find that indeed, the effect observed in our analysis for the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks is greater when the duration of employment within the occupation is shorter. Note also that occupations with greater turnover tend to be low-status occupations. Indeed, in our data effects were stronger for low-status occupations. This may be because of the above-mentioned effect of turnovers but also because with low status occupations the length of time between interview and employment is shorter compared to with high status occupations (where oftentimes the interview takes place weeks before the change in employment status happens). In other words, with high status occupations (compared to low-status occupations) looking darker when first employed is less strongly correlated with being darker when interviewed. Thus, the design of our study makes it harder to detect discrimination on the basis of one's perceived skin tone in high-status occupations compared to low status occupations.

Robustness checks and additional inquires {#sec008}
-----------------------------------------

To check the robustness of the results we report, we try alternative specifications to test our hypothesis (S4 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We use the average UV radiation in the previous four weeks (instead of the previous three weeks) (model 1); we use different categorizations of respondents' skin tones (models 2--4); and we test for nonlinear effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks (model 5). In all alternative specifications, the results obtained are essentially the same with negative and statistically significant effects of the average UV radiation on the probability of employment for respondents with intermediate skin tones, but not others.

We also estimate the effects of longer lags of UV radiation. We find that other specifications are also negatively correlated with the current employment of people with intermediate skin tones. As predicted, for people with lighter or darker skin tones, effects on employment are statistically non-significant (models are estimated on male non movers whose skin tones were assessed in days in which the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks was relatively high).

In addition, we explore the effects of the season in which respondents' skin tone was assessed on the results we obtain. Recall that the skin tones of respondents were assessed on different dates in 2008. Whereas the skin tone of many respondents was assessed in the winter, the skin tone of some was assessed in May or in October when UV radiation tends to be greater (none were interviewed during the June-September period). Because some skin tones are affected by UV radiation, we worry that the assessed skin tones of the respondents that were interviewed in May or October are darker than they would have been if assessed in the winter, generating inaccurate classification of the three skin tone categories we use. More specifically, we are concerned that those assessed in May and October as having intermediate skin tones, actually have lighter skin tones than those assessed as having intermediate skin tones in the winter.

In Models 1 and 2 presented in S5 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we therefore separate those respondents (with intermediate skin tones) whose skin tone was assessed in the winter from those assessed in May or October. Indeed, we find that the general effects for the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks we observe are driven by the people whose skin tone was assessed in the winter, and not in May or October where exposure to UV radiation might have affected the assessment of skin tone.

We further explore the effects on employment of the average UV radiation in the future (weeks 5--7) together with the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks (on people with intermediate skin tones), as a falsification test (Model 3, S5 Table in the ***[S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}***). We find that it is only the UV radiation in the previous three weeks but not in the following three weeks that affects one's employment. We also estimate the effects of ten data points of UV radiation (weeks 1--10) in the future on past employment outcomes (together with the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks; on people with intermediate skin tones). All ten future data points estimated had statistically non-significant effects on past employment. Next, we estimate the effects of the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks within race. We find that even within race, greater UV radiation in the previous three weeks is associated with lower probability of employment (Models 4--6, S5 Table in the ***[S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}***).

In model 4, we see that even within whites, the effects of UV radiation on employment are negative and statistically significant. Recall that in our sample ([Table 1](#pone.0235438.t001){ref-type="table"}) 35% of the people with intermediate skin tones were whites. These findings suggest that even within this white population looking darker is associated with a lower probability of being employed. This highlights the negative effects of colorism even within race, and perhaps surprisingly even within whites.

Estimations of time trends and variations by geographical regions are all statistically non-significant.

Note that concerns of reversed causality (i.e, that unemployed individuals spend more time in the sun and thus look darker) are irrelevant for our research design; we do not observe how dark people currently look nor how much time they actually spend in the sun. We only proxy their potential to look darker by using their assessed skin tone in 2008 and the (exogenously given) average UV radiation in the previous three weeks. In other words, being unemployed in the present cannot affect the assessed skin tone in 2008 or the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks.

Moreover, in our data set, the assessed skin tones of unemployed participants are not affected more by the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks than the assessed skin tones of the employed participants. In models predicting the assessed skin tone by the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks (similar to the models presented in S2 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), an interaction between being unemployed and the average UV radiation in the previous three weeks is statistically non-significant.

Finally, an additional set of possible concerns would be that people who look like they spent time in the sun are perceived to be lazier or less committed to the labor force than people who do not, and that the effects we observe are the results of these perceptions. Note however, that people with intermediate skin tones (unlike those with very light skin tones) look as if their skin tone is originally darker after spending time in the sun (see the results presented in S2 Table in the [S1 Appendix](#pone.0235438.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). More importantly, there is no reason to assume that only people with intermediate skin tones who spend time in the sun are perceived to be lazy or less committed, but not people with the lightest skin tones who spend time in the sun.

Interestingly, one recent study has shown that when the weather is nicer, workers are more likely to report being sick \[[@pone.0235438.ref029]\]. This should not bias our results however, because in the NLSY97 dataset sickness or absenteeism are not coded as unemployment.

Conclusion {#sec009}
==========

In this paper we present the results of a natural experiment---we use people's tendency to tan when exposed to UV radiation to test for employment discrimination on the basis of skin tone. We show that UV radiation negatively affects the likelihood of being employed for people whose skin tone becomes darker by exposure to the sun, but not for others. These within-person findings hold even when controlling for the week, the year, the region, demographic characteristics and the industry and occupation one is employed in and when place of residency is held constant. Whereas various previous studies have documented racial inequalities in the American labor force, as well as inequalities on the basis of skin tone (even within race), discrimination has been very hard to prove.

The main contribution we make here is by providing evidence for a causal effect between one's skin tone and one's probability of being employed. We thus document labor force discrimination---and not merely inequalities---on the basis of one's skin tone. By focusing on the tendency to tan, we do not imply that the experiences associated with race and racism can be reduced to the experiences associated with tanning. What we wish to do here is to focus on the discriminatory practices of employers--who oftentimes cannot distinguish between those who look darker because they spent time in the sun and those with naturally darker skin tones.

Supporting information {#sec010}
======================

###### 

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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Dear Dr. Kricheli-Katz,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

Both the qualified reviewers are labor economists and they like the novelty of your research. I myself also enjoyed reading your paper. But the reviewers also raised some major concerns. Please try to address their concerns as much as you can. In addition, I also have some comments and suggestions.

First, reviewer 1 is a bit confused about the coefficients versus odds ratio in your table. I suggest you at least report both the coefficients (log odds ratio) and odds ratio in Table 2 and then you can state you will report only odds ratio in the rest of tables. By looking at the negative coefficients for column 3 and 4 of table 2, readers will see your results intuitively.

Second, as reviewer 2 pointed out women may be more likely to use sunscreen. Such kind of avoidance behavior may occur among men too. For example, if people are concerned about the risk of skin cancer, they may be more likely to avoid sunshine on days with high degree of UV radiation. If this is true also for people with intermediate tones, the effect of UV on employment is biased toward zero. This may be true if people with intermediate tone understand they may be more likely to be discriminated if their skin get darker.

Reviewer 2 also raised a valid question on the tradeoff between nice weather and leisure or work. Actually there is a study showing that when weather is nice workers are more likely to report sick absence (Shi and Skuterud, 2015, Gone Fishing! Reported Sickness Absenteeism and the Weather, Economic Inquiry 53(1), 388-405.) You may cite this paper. One way to address this concern is to check full-time workers versus part time workers. UV radiation is expected to affect full time employment less but part time employment more if people do value leisure on sun shining days. In this case you may use an ordered logit model, using 0 as unemployment, 1 as part time, 2 as full time.

Third, the within-race results in columns 4-6 of Table A4 is tricky to interpret. On the one hand, they show your estimation results are robust; on the other hand, why would the UV effect hold for white people assuming white people are not discriminated and have light tone. Does Column 4 suggest a "tan" effect---people who got a tan are more likely to be unemployed? Since your models have included individual fixed effects which absorb the racial effect, I tend to suggest you drop these columns unless you have a better explanation for the white sample.

One minor question out of my curiosity is how many days does it take to get a tan and how long does a tan persist? Are there any medical or scientific studies on these questions?

We would appreciate receiving your revised manuscript by May 02 2020 11:59PM. When you are ready to submit your revision, log on to <https://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/> and select the \'Submissions Needing Revision\' folder to locate your manuscript file.
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Please note while forming your response, if your article is accepted, you may have the opportunity to make the peer review history publicly available. The record will include editor decision letters (with reviews) and your responses to reviewer comments. If eligible, we will contact you to opt in or out.

We look forward to receiving your revised manuscript.

Kind regards,

Shihe Fu, Ph.D.
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2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?
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3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?
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Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes
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4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.
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Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: Referee Report

PONE-D-20-03529

Those Who Tan and Those Who Don't: A Natural Experiment on Colorism

Summary:

This paper looks for the evidence of colorism by studying the effect of skin tone on individual's employment. Combining individual-level weekly employment data from NLSY97 with the data of UV radiation collected from weather stations, the paper explores whether the exposure to UV radiation during the preceding three weeks affects an individual's employment. In particular, the main results are obtained for three skin tone categories separately (light, intermediate, dark). Based on the logistic regression model controls for individual fixed effects, the effect is only found statistically significant for the intermediate skin tone category, who are most likely to get darker under UV radiation.

General Comments:

This paper novelly exploits the weekly variations in UV radiation, which potentially shifts an individual's skin tone, and individual's employment to empirically test colorism. Moreover, instead of basing on cross-sectional variations, this paper increases credibility by using within-individual variations and examines the heterogeneous effects by different skin tone categories. This paper is also rich in details, taking care of several relevant concerns. Nevertheless, there are several crucial mistakes or confusions needed to be clarified before drawing convincing conclusions.

a\. The most concerning and confusing results are the main ones reported in Table 2. The paper claims that UV radiation reduces the likelihood of being employed. However, all coefficients of UV are positive. If the effect is indeed negative, there are three possibilities to explain the results here: (1) dependent variable is an indicator of unemployment instead of employment. (2) Greater value in the UV variable associates with lower UV radiation level. (3) The estimates are negative but the authors report them with typos. The first possibility is against the results in Table 4. For Table 4, the authors claim in page 18 that people "tend to work more in occupations that involve greater sun exposure", which suggests indeed the dependent variable equals 1 for employment instead of unemployment. The second possibility is against the description of the UV variable in page 6. The third possibility is unlikely as these "typos" exist in every columns in Table 2, Table 3, Table4 as well as Table A1. If these were indeed typos, mistakes are grave and they undermine the rigor of this work.

b\. Please report standard errors for all coefficients instead of only indicating the significance level, especially for Table 2 and Table3. This is quite important as the main conclusion that UV has negative effect only for the intermediate tones relies heavily on the statistical significance. Examining the results in Table 2, actually coefficients have close magnitudes for all three skin tone categories.

c\. Still related to the similar magnitudes of coefficients in all three skin tone categories, the difference in sample size across categories is a concern: intermediate tones have significantly larger sample size. While the authors claim that the same results are found for a random smaller sample for the intermediate tones, please report the numerical results (the coefficients, the sample size, and the standard errors).

d\. Coefficients of almost all variables, regardless of the significance, have the magnitude between 0.9 and 1.0 in the regressions of employment. Consider that different variables have quite different units and scales, such as the variables UV, UV\^2 and UV\^3 in Table A3, or the variable Sun Exposure Index in Table 4, it is unsure whether this is just a coincidence or not (Are these variables normalized? ). The paper suggests that the main results are based on the individual fixed-effects logit model. Is this the conditional logit model, or just a standard logit regression with individual dummies? The latter one may suffer from the issue of incidental parameters and the estimates are inconsistent. For easier and clearer interpretations, can the authors report results based on the linear probability model with individual fixed effects (at least for Table 2)?

Other Minor Comments:

a\. How many individuals are included in the sample? Page 6 suggests the number is 4020, while the descriptive statistics in Table 1 by summing up the row Unique Individuals suggests less.

b\. Related to the interpretation of the fixed-effects logit regressions, why the effect of Sun Exposure Index of each occupation can be identified in Table 4? Is this Index provided by O\*NET longitudinal? To the best of my knowledge, O\*NET provides cross-sectional information for each occupation. How is the effect of this time-invariant variable identified in the fixed-effects model?

c\. How does this paper determine the occupation, and occupation-related variables such as the Sun Exposure Index and the Employment Duration, for those individuals unemployed? These variables should be unavailable if an individual is unemployed. Particularly, if the individual has changed occupations across weeks, is there weekly occupation information?

d\. The row Week, State, Industry and Occupation Dummies in Table A2 may miss the Y for models (2) and (3).

e\. (Pseudo) R-squares should be reported in all regressions.

f\. Temperature may be a factor correlates with both the UV and individual's employment.

Reviewer \#2: Referee Report for Manuscript No. PONE-D-20-03529 "Those Who Tan and Those Who Don't: A Natural Experiment on Colorism"

This manuscript provides evidence on the effect of one's skin tone on his or her probability of being employed, use exposure to UV radiation as a natural experiment. The authors find male and those with intermediate skin tones are less likely to be employed when the UV radiation in the previous three weeks in the area in which they reside is greater. This is an interesting paper, and below are my comments.

Main comments:

1\. The main question, as mentioned in the abstract, is "are darker-skinned workers discriminated against in the labor market?". However, I don't think the results found in the paper can fully separate discrimination from alternative hypotheses. For example, if greater UV radiation makes people want to enjoy life more and reduce their job search effort or work effort in the labor market, we would find the same negative correlation between UV radiation and employment probability. Although the authors did mention this possibility in the manuscript (last paragraph in page 23), they argue that only people with intermediate skin tones finds this significant negative effect, but not other people, can rule out the work effort hypothesis. I do not completely agree. It is still possible that intermediate skin tones are related to specific personal characteristics, and those are the people who will reduce their work effort when UV radiation is greater. I would not emphasize too much on a causal discrimination story, and would just tell an interesting correlation between UV radiation and employment, and acknowledge it could due to discrimination or some other reasons.

2\. The authors find that UV radiation only has effect on men's employment but not women's, and interpret it as "this suggests that it is discrimination against men that drives the results we observe" (page 16, last sentence). Again, one can think of alternative stories other than discrimination. Perhaps women are more likely to use sunscreen and less likely to get darker. Or perhaps women drop out of labor force (e.g., stay home and take care of children) rather than become unemployed. In the latter case, maybe the authors can provide analysis on labor force participation, in addition to employment.

3\. Does NLSY surveys every year and the weekly employment status is based on recall? Recalling employment status every week for the past year may not be accurate and is subject to large measurement error. The authors should discuss that.

4\. During Christmas season or winter break, many people travel to other city or state and the UV radiation of where they usually reside (I assume the place of reside only reports once each survey year in NLSY) would have no effect on their skin tone. Since the data provide interview dates, perhaps the authors can exclude holiday season where people travel the most, as a robustness check. People can be out of town in other weeks too, but it maybe difficult to detect that.

Minor comments:

5\. The authors conduct several solid regression analysis. I would suggest the authors to write out the regression equation explicitly before showing the results.

6\. In addition to group the data into three skin tone categories (light, intermediate, dark), I would like to see results in finer categories and not to group them together (perhaps in the appendix), given the data have a large sample size.

7\. Table A2 is not mentioned in the text, perhaps it should be referred to in the last paragraph of page 10? What's the difference between column (1) and (2) in Table A2? Perhaps there is a missing "Y" in the column (2) for dummies, so does column (3)?

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.
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5 May 2020

Dear Shihe Fu,

Thank you very much for the valuable comments and suggestions. Following them, we revised the manuscript. Please see the updated manuscript (changes in 'track changes') and our responses to the comments below (in Italics).

Please note that that there are legal restrictions on sharing the NLSY97 de-identified data set that contains detailed information on the geographic residence of each NLSY97 respondent. The Geocode CD is released only to those who satisfactorily complete the Bureau of Labor Statistics geocode agreement procedure.

The geocode application document is available online at [www.bls.gov](http://www.bls.gov)/nls/geocodeapp.htm

Because we link the UV radiation data to the geographic residence of respondents, we cannot share the data (but we can share the codes if needed).

Sincerely,

Tamar Kricheli Kat, Tali Regev, Shai Lavie, Haggai Porat and Ronen Avraham.

Dear Dr. Kricheli-Katz,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to PLOS ONE. After careful consideration, we feel that it has merit but does not fully meet PLOS ONE's publication criteria as it currently stands. Therefore, we invite you to submit a revised version of the manuscript that addresses the points raised during the review process.

Both the qualified reviewers are labor economists and they like the novelty of your research. I myself also enjoyed reading your paper. But the reviewers also raised some major concerns. Please try to address their concerns as much as you can. In addition, I also have some comments and suggestions.

First, reviewer 1 is a bit confused about the coefficients versus odds ratio in your table. I suggest you at least report both the coefficients (log odds ratio) and odds ratio in Table 2 and then you can state you will report only odds ratio in the rest of tables. By looking at the negative coefficients for column 3 and 4 of table 2, readers will see your results intuitively.

Following this recommendation, we now report both the odds ratio and the log odds ratio in Tables 2 and 3 and then we state that we report only odds ratio in the appendix tables.

Second, as reviewer 2 pointed out women may be more likely to use sunscreen. Such kind of avoidance behavior may occur among men too. For example, if people are concerned about the risk of skin cancer, they may be more likely to avoid sunshine on days with high degree of UV radiation. If this is true also for people with intermediate tones, the effect of UV on employment is biased toward zero. This may be true if people with intermediate tone understand they may be more likely to be discriminated if their skin get darker.

Thank you for your comment. We now include this alternative explanation in the text. We note however that studies have shown that most adults do not use sunscreen on the face (page 18).

Reviewer 2 also raised a valid question on the tradeoff between nice weather and leisure or work. Actually there is a study showing that when weather is nice workers are more likely to report sick absence (Shi and Skuterud, 2015, Gone Fishing! Reported Sickness Absenteeism and the Weather, Economic Inquiry 53(1), 388-405.) You may cite this paper. One way to address this concern is to check full-time workers versus part time workers. UV radiation is expected to affect full time employment less but part time employment more if people do value leisure on sun shining days. In this case you may use an ordered logit model, using 0 as unemployment, 1 as part time, 2 as full time.

Thank you for the reference. We include it in the paper and discuss it in the text (page 24). Note however that we were not clear enough in explaining that in our dataset sickness or absenteeism are not coded as unemployment. This would mean that people who are absent are treated as employed in our analyses. For this reason, part time (that indeed involves more leisure) is not expected to affect the tendency to be unemployed in nice weather. We hope that the text is clearer now.

Third, the within-race results in columns 4-6 of Table A4 is tricky to interpret. On the one hand, they show your estimation results are robust; on the other hand, why would the UV effect hold for white people assuming white people are not discriminated and have light tone. Does Column 4 suggest a "tan" effect---people who got a tan are more likely to be unemployed? Since your models have included individual fixed effects which absorb the racial effect, I tend to suggest you drop these columns unless you have a better explanation for the white sample.

Following this comment, we added an explanation to the model (4) in the text (page 23). Please Let us know if you still think we should remove the model (and we will). (Note that this is now Table A5, since we moved Table 3 to be A3 in the Appendix)

One minor question out of my curiosity is how many days does it take to get a tan and how long does a tan persist? Are there any medical or scientific studies on these questions?

There are no clear answers to this question. The design of our study builds on these two papers:

Fitzpatrick, T. B. (1975). \"Soleil et peau\" \[Sun and skin\]. Journal de Médecine Esthétique (in French), (2), 33--34;

Fitzpatrick, T.B. (1988). The validity and practicality of sun-reactive skin types i through vi. Archives of Dermatology, 124(6), 869--871.

Because affects are unclear we also try the UV radiation in the previous 4 weeks for robustness (p. 21 and Table A4).

Responses to the reviewers

Reviewer \#1: Referee Report

PONE-D-20-03529

Those Who Tan and Those Who Don't: A Natural Experiment on Colorism

Summary:

This paper looks for the evidence of colorism by studying the effect of skin tone on individual's employment. Combining individual-level weekly employment data from NLSY97 with the data of UV radiation collected from weather stations, the paper explores whether the exposure to UV radiation during the preceding three weeks affects an individual's employment. In particular, the main results are obtained for three skin tone categories separately (light, intermediate, dark). Based on the logistic regression model controls for individual fixed effects, the effect is only found statistically significant for the intermediate skin tone category, who are most likely to get darker under UV radiation.

General Comments:

This paper novelly exploits the weekly variations in UV radiation, which potentially shifts an individual's skin tone, and individual's employment to empirically test colorism. Moreover, instead of basing on cross-sectional variations, this paper increases credibility by using within-individual variations and examines the heterogeneous effects by different skin tone categories. This paper is also rich in details, taking care of several relevant concerns. Nevertheless, there are several crucial mistakes or confusions needed to be clarified before drawing convincing conclusions.

a\. The most concerning and confusing results are the main ones reported in Table 2. The paper claims that UV radiation reduces the likelihood of being employed. However, all coefficients of UV are positive. If the effect is indeed negative, there are three possibilities to explain the results here: (1) dependent variable is an indicator of unemployment instead of employment. (2) Greater value in the UV variable associates with lower UV radiation level. (3) The estimates are negative but the authors report them with typos. The first possibility is against the results in Table 4. For Table 4, the authors claim in page 18 that people "tend to work more in occupations that involve greater sun exposure", which suggests indeed the dependent variable equals 1 for employment instead of unemployment. The second possibility is against the description of the UV variable in page 6. The third possibility is unlikely as these "typos" exist in every columns in Table 2, Table 3, Table4 as well as Table A1. If these were indeed typos, mistakes are grave and they undermine the rigor of this work.

Thank you for this comment. Following your comment, we clarified the tables We now explain when odds ratios and when log odds ratios are used (the coefficients are positive in table 2 only when odds ratios are reported. Because they are smaller than one these are all negative effects). We hope that now the results are reported in a clearer way.

b\. Please report standard errors for all coefficients instead of only indicating the significance level, especially for Table 2 and Table3. This is quite important as the main conclusion that UV has negative effect only for the intermediate tones relies heavily on the statistical significance. Examining the results in Table 2, actually coefficients have close magnitudes for all three skin tone categories.

Following your comment, we added the standard errors to tables 2 and 3.

c\. Still related to the similar magnitudes of coefficients in all three skin tone categories, the difference in sample size across categories is a concern: intermediate tones have significantly larger sample size. While the authors claim that the same results are found for a random smaller sample for the intermediate tones, please report the numerical results (the coefficients, the sample size, and the standard errors).

We were not sure how to report the results for the small random samples (because they vary from one sample to another and the differences between them are not informative. We do report the sample sizes of the small sizes in the paper: "we randomly selected a group of 583 (301231 observations)".

d\. Coefficients of almost all variables, regardless of the significance, have the magnitude between 0.9 and 1.0 in the regressions of employment. Consider that different variables have quite different units and scales, such as the variables UV, UV\^2 and UV\^3 in Table A3, or the variable Sun Exposure Index in Table 4, it is unsure whether this is just a coincidence or not (Are these variables normalized? ). The paper suggests that the main results are based on the individual fixed-effects logit model. Is this the conditional logit model, or just a standard logit regression with individual dummies? The latter one may suffer from the issue of incidental parameters and the estimates are inconsistent. For easier and clearer interpretations, can the authors report results based on the linear probability model with individual fixed effects (at least for Table 2)?

See our response to (a). Because we are reporting the odds ratios, the effects are all somewhere between 0.9 and 1 (but see the magnitudes and signs for the log odds ratios coefficients or the marginal effects).

Other Minor Comments:

a\. How many individuals are included in the sample? Page 6 suggests the number is 4020, while the descriptive statistics in Table 1 by summing up the row Unique Individuals suggests less.

Thank you for this comment. We do have 4020 unique respondents but there are some missing values for two variables in our data (turnover, exposure to the sun in the occupation). Following the comment, we updated table 1. We hope it better reflects the data now.

b\. Related to the interpretation of the fixed-effects logit regressions, why the effect of Sun Exposure Index of each occupation can be identified in Table 4? Is this Index provided by O\*NET longitudinal? To the best of my knowledge, O\*NET provides cross-sectional information for each occupation. How is the effect of this time-invariant variable identified in the fixed-effects model?

Indeed, the index provided by O\*NET is not longitudinal. The effects are generated in the fixed effects models because some participants switched their occupations.

c\. How does this paper determine the occupation, and occupation-related variables such as the Sun Exposure Index and the Employment Duration, for those individuals unemployed? These variables should be unavailable if an individual is unemployed. Particularly, if the individual has changed occupations across weeks, is there weekly occupation information?

"The NLSY97 asks respondents age 14 or older to report their occupation for each employer. The question \"what kind of work did you do\" elicits information on the occupation when the job started. The occupational classification at the job\'s end date (or at the survey date for on-going jobs) is solicited for all employee jobs lasting more than 13 weeks. Survey staff then code the respondent\'s occupation at each job."

This means that unemployed individuals are treated as having their previous occupations.

d\. The row Week, State, Industry and Occupation Dummies in Table A2 may miss the Y for models (2) and (3).

Indeed. Thank you. We updated Table A2.

e\. (Pseudo) R-squares should be reported in all regressions.

Following your comment, we added the (Pseudo) R-squares to all tables reporting logistic regression results, and (adjusted) R-squares to the table reporting the OLS results.

f\. Temperature may be a factor correlates with both the UV and individual's employment.

Yes. This is probably true. Yet, there is no reason to assume that temperature affects only the employment of individuals with intermediate skin tones (only men actually). Also: the effects of temperature on employment are probably small (if any) when the week (and year) are controlled for.

Reviewer \#2: Referee Report for Manuscript No. PONE-D-20-03529 "Those Who Tan and Those Who Don't: A Natural Experiment on Colorism"

This manuscript provides evidence on the effect of one's skin tone on his or her probability of being employed, use exposure to UV radiation as a natural experiment. The authors find male and those with intermediate skin tones are less likely to be employed when the UV radiation in the previous three weeks in the area in which they reside is greater. This is an interesting paper, and below are my comments.

Main comments:

1\. The main question, as mentioned in the abstract, is "are darker-skinned workers discriminated against in the labor market?". However, I don't think the results found in the paper can fully separate discrimination from alternative hypotheses. For example, if greater UV radiation makes people want to enjoy life more and reduce their job search effort or work effort in the labor market, we would find the same negative correlation between UV radiation and employment probability. Although the authors did mention this possibility in the manuscript (last paragraph in page 23), they argue that only people with intermediate skin tones finds this significant negative effect, but not other people, can rule out the work effort hypothesis. I do not completely agree. It is still possible that intermediate skin tones are related to specific personal characteristics, and those are the people who will reduce their work effort when UV radiation is greater. I would not emphasize too much on a causal discrimination story, and would just tell an interesting correlation between UV radiation and employment, and acknowledge it could due to discrimination or some other reasons.

Indeed, we cannot refute the claim about people's tendency to search less when UV radiation is greater. However, we do not think this should be of a great concern thanks to the fact that the effects are significant only for people with intermediate skin tones. We do think this supports our discrimination hypothesis and so does the fact that effects are significant only for men. Finally, note that the effects of UV radiation on employment are found when the week and the year are held constant.

2\. The authors find that UV radiation only has effect on men's employment but not women's, and interpret it as "this suggests that it is discrimination against men that drives the results we observe" (page 16, last sentence). Again, one can think of alternative stories other than discrimination. Perhaps women are more likely to use sunscreen and less likely to get darker. Or perhaps women drop out of labor force (e.g., stay home and take care of children) rather than become unemployed. In the latter case, maybe the authors can provide analysis on labor force participation, in addition to employment.

Thank you for this comment. Following your suggestion, we include this additional alternative explanation to the manuscript. We note however that studies have shown that most adults do not use sunscreen on the face (page 18).

3\. Does NLSY surveys every year and the weekly employment status is based on recall? Recalling employment status every week for the past year may not be accurate and is subject to large measurement error. The authors should discuss that.

Following the comment, we discuss this in the 'data and methods' section of the paper.

4\. During Christmas season or winter break, many people travel to other city or state and the UV radiation of where they usually reside (I assume the place of reside only reports once each survey year in NLSY) would have no effect on their skin tone. Since the data provide interview dates, perhaps the authors can exclude holiday season where people travel the most, as a robustness check. People can be out of town in other weeks too, but it maybe difficult to detect that.

We tried running 4 different models (one for each season) testing the effects of UV radiation on employment: The UV radiation in the winter has no effect on the employment of participants (but the UV radiation in the fall, summer and spring does). this may be because: (a) winter break (as suggested). (b) the smaller sample size. (c) people don't go out when it's winter (4) people don't tan (don't look darker) when UV radiation is very low (like in the winter). We are not sure how to disentangle these 4 different mechanisms.

Minor comments:

5\. The authors conduct several solid regression analysis. I would suggest the authors to write out the regression equation explicitly before showing the results.

We added the equations to the paper.

6\. In addition to group the data into three skin tone categories (light, intermediate, dark), I would like to see results in finer categories and not to group them together (perhaps in the appendix), given the data have a large sample size.

The dataset is indeed large but has a relatively small number of unique individuals. Using the 1-10 skin tone categories generates very small sample sizes. Instead, we try to group them to different categories, for robustness tests (see the appendix, Table A4).

7\. Table A2 is not mentioned in the text, perhaps it should be referred to in the last paragraph of page 10? What's the difference between column (1) and (2) in Table A2? Perhaps there is a missing "Y" in the column (2) for dummies, so does column (3)?

Yes, following the comment we updated the manuscript and table.
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PONE-D-20-03529R1

Dear Dr. Kricheli-Katz,

Both reviewers are happy with your revision. Reviewer 1 has a careful comment but I think your revision has already addressed it. Therefore, we're pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been judged scientifically suitable for publication and will be formally accepted for publication once it meets all outstanding technical requirements.

Within one week, you'll receive an e-mail detailing the required amendments. When these have been addressed, you'll receive a formal acceptance letter and your manuscript will be scheduled for publication.

An invoice for payment will follow shortly after the formal acceptance. To ensure an efficient process, please log into Editorial Manager at <http://www.editorialmanager.com/pone/>, click the \'Update My Information\' link at the top of the page, and double check that your user information is up-to-date. If you have any billing related questions, please contact our Author Billing department directly at <authorbilling@plos.org>.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please notify them about your upcoming paper to help maximize its impact. If they'll be preparing press materials, please inform our press team as soon as possible \-- no later than 48 hours after receiving the formal acceptance. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information, please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

Kind regards,

Shihe Fu, Ph.D.

Academic Editor

PLOS ONE

Additional Editor Comments (optional):

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. If the authors have adequately addressed your comments raised in a previous round of review and you feel that this manuscript is now acceptable for publication, you may indicate that here to bypass the "Comments to the Author" section, enter your conflict of interest statement in the "Confidential to Editor" section, and submit your \"Accept\" recommendation.

Reviewer \#1: (No Response)

Reviewer \#2: All comments have been addressed

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: Referee Report

PONE-D-20-03529R1

Those Who Tan and Those Who Don't: A Natural Experiment on Colorism

First of all, I would like to apologize for the misunderstanding on results in Table 2 reported by the previous version of this paper. The authors report the odds ratio rather than the log odds ratio, which explains the negative effects of UV on employment with coefficients greater than 0 but smaller than 1.

The only main concern left is about the larger sample size of the intermediate skin tones. This relates to the important finding of the paper that the negative employment effect is only found statistically insignificant for people with intermediate skin tones, who are mostly prone to tan. The authors may want to dismiss the concern that the statistical significance is due to a larger sample. Indeed, authors mentioned that they have done the work and found similar results based on a randomly-picked subsample of the intermediate tones.

My previous report suggests the authors reporting the results based on these random subsamples (General Comments, bullet c). Perhaps I was not clear enough and the authors do not provide the results in the current version. Actually, a table similar to the Table 2 suffices. The only thing to be done is to show the results based on a random sample of intermediate skin tones with balanced sample size, such as the group of 583 (301231 observations) that the authors have done with. It is good that the authors have tried for different random subsamples of intermediate skin tones. I am not asking to report the results based on all these random subsamples. As they are generated randomly, results based on one of these subsample is enough to show the robustness of the results in Table 2.

Of course, the new Table 2 reports results based on the log odds ratio as well as the standard errors. From these new statistics, we can conveniently calculate the z-values and assess how standard errors matter for the significance. A sample size similar to the lightest tones or darkest tones is likely to produce the standard error similar to these two groups (i.e. 0.11 or 0.12). Under these standard errors, the estimated effects for intermediate tones (i.e. -0.027 and -0.041) will still be significant. Therefore my previous concern about the sample size can be partially addressed.

Reviewer \#2: (No Response)
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7\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).
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Dear Dr. Kricheli Katz:

I\'m pleased to inform you that your manuscript has been deemed suitable for publication in PLOS ONE. Congratulations! Your manuscript is now with our production department.

If your institution or institutions have a press office, please let them know about your upcoming paper now to help maximize its impact. If they\'ll be preparing press materials, please inform our press team within the next 48 hours. Your manuscript will remain under strict press embargo until 2 pm Eastern Time on the date of publication. For more information please contact <onepress@plos.org>.

If we can help with anything else, please email us at <plosone@plos.org>.

Thank you for submitting your work to PLOS ONE and supporting open access.
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